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ABSTRACT

The total commercial catches of salmon inCreased cOnSiderably in Finland in 1989 arid 1990.
In 1990 the catches were exceptional and nearly four times larger ihciii in 1980. The most
important gear are trapnet (approximately 30 % of the catch in 1990), driftIlet(45 %) and
longline (10 %)., In the exceptional year 1990 trap net catches were ,nearlyeight fold larger
than in 1980. The long line catches have increa.sed somewhat, but their rClative share of the
total catches häs decreased. The number of Firinish fishing eiitt~rprises (vessels or fishermen)
catching. Sälmon has remairied steady or decreaSed in the Baltic Mam Basin, but häs
iricreased esP6cially in the BoihJiiari. Ba}'. These strüctui-aJ. chäriges can be explained by the
intrciductiön of new efficierit techiiology. (trapnetS), regulations (lorig line) and Succesful
stocking progrnms. The importance of sallnon fishing as a source of income has increased
iri Finland duiing the 1980s. Despite a general decreaSe in the number of enterprises those
catching salrnon have increased to 1000. A considerilble. riumber of these take only·
iricidential catches. Tbe total catches are dominäted by those catching more than 2400 kg Per
year arid they are ä fraction ,(10-20 %) of thöse reporting salmon catches. Recreatioriäl
fishmg has not been a major taker of Salmon in the Mam Basin or the Gulf of Bothnia; but
its impoitaiice is likely to mcrease iri the nem- future., A potential increase of recreational
fishing coupled with a likely decreaSe in the availability of fish will complicate salmon
management iSSues furthef.

1 Introductlon

The Baltic salmori stocks are assessed each year by leES ,at the reques~of ihe Interriational
Baltic Sea Fishery Cominissiori. The raw IIlatenal ror the assessmentS have traditioöaUy
been landmg statistics, aggi-egate data ön fishirig effort, catch per unit of Cffört, extensive
tagging däta, escapement data horn selected rivers and information on pm densitles arid
smolt production in some nvers (e.g. Anon. 1991a). The management of salmon iri the
Baltic has been adifficult issue piimarily becaUse of the poor, State of the wild salmon stocks
and the abundaOtJy available Satmon of reared origiri (e.g. Hilden 1990). The state of the
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wild stocks calls for a reduction of the fishing effort (Anon. 1991b) arid some attempts have
been made internationally at the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission and nationally
in some areas or for some fishing gear. For 1991 a quota of 3350 tonnes has been accepted
for the stocks of the Gulf of Bothnia and the Main Basiri, and it will, if it is adhered to,
reduce the fishing effort. The problems of the salmon management are by no means past
because a miinber of unsolved conflicts remain (Hilden and Kuiklci 1990, Nybacka et al.
1991). Traditional biological advice and the data used for deriving the advice level have
relatively little to offer for a policy maker, simply because the aggregate data commonly
used give a cmde picture of the nature of the fisheries problem although it may be sufficient
to descride the dynamics of the stocks.

In this study we aim at giving additional information on the commercial fishing for salmon
in Finland. We begin by displaying tniditional data on the fishery and the catches as an
overview. We increase the resolution by focusing on the distribution of catches on individual
fishermen and we make an attempt to explain the structural changes in the fishery which
have occurred during the 1980s. Finally we discuss potential management implicatioris.

2 Materials and methods

The Finnish Game arid Fisheries Research Institute collects catch reports from fishermen
fishing in the Baltic Sea. According to Finnish Law (Statute 225/88) all catches have to be
reported to the research institute which has primary responsibility for the monitoring of the
fisheries and stocks. Vessels above 12 m (I.o.a) give daily reportS in fishing log books,
smaller vessels report monthly catches and small scale fishermen for whom fishing is a
minor part time occupation give yearly reportS.

Because all fishenneri do not supply the reports a certain portion of the catch has to be
estimated using a stTatified procedtire. In recent years the reSponSe rate has beeri 75 to.95
percent depending on the stratum. The full time professional fishermen generally have the
highest response rates and hence the estimated share of the catches eire relatively smll11.
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All data were analysed by SAS-statistical software (SÄS 1987). A primary aim was to
identify different classes of fishermen. Classes were defined by gear, size of yearly catch
arid area. The relative and absolute impoi1ance of differerit classes were theri examiried in
terms of catches and number of persons involved. . e
Explanations for structural changes of the salmon fishing were sought in technological
innova.tions, stocking rates, catches per unit of effort and national arid international
regulations affecting sll1mon fishing.

3 Results

3.1 Catches and distribution of catches on areas, gears and seasons

The Finnish sallnon C3tches varied betWeen 500 and 700 tannes trom 1980 to 1983. Frorit
1984 the catches have been relätively stable on a higher level, but iri 1989 arid 1990 catches
increased to record high levels (Fig. 1). The largest increase occurred iri 1990 in the Gulf
of Bothnia; in the BotJuiian Bay (leES subdivisiori 31) catches were an order of magnitude
and mthe Bothniari Sea (SO 30) five times larger thari they were in 1980. .
Fluctuations are t)rpical for tbe offshore catches in the Bothnian Sea and the Baltic Mairi
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Basin, whereas catches have increased steadÜy in tbe BOthniari Bay from ~eiy low levels in
the early 1980s (Fig. 1).

The most important fishing gears for salmon are the drift net, the long line arid trap net.
The drift net is still the most important gear in terms of catch, but its relative share
decreased especially in 1990. The long line has lost ground rehitively spcaking during the
1980s and in 1990 it äccouriie<i for only approxiniaiely 10 percent of the catch. The trap
rietS, which in their preserit form is ä recent technologicaI invention, have increased their
share to 30 percent. The gerieräI teridenc,Y has been an iricrease of the coastal fishing gear
relative tooffshore hear (Fig. 2). EsPecially in the Gulf of Finland (SD 32) the trap nets
have rapidly displaced the long lilie aS the most impcirtant gear.

The. seasonal distribution of tbe catches was reiatively stable thfoughout tbe 1980s and the
cäteh accur1lUlated at a riearly constant rilte over the months. The distribution of the catches
in 1990 was, however, c1early different ,with rapid accunlUlation of the toiaI catch in spring
arid early summer due to the coastal fisheries (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Commercial catches,of salinon I>y Finnish flshcnnen from 1980 to 1990 in
different sea areaS. ATea 25-29 = Baltic MaJli Basin; 30 , BothBian Sea; 31 .=
Bothiiian Bay; 32 = Gidf of Finland. stätistics of the Finnish Game and Fisheries
Research InstitUte.
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Fig. 2. The contribution of the main gear types to the total catch of salmon in the
Finnish fisheries. Gear type I = salmon trap net; 2 = other trap net; 3 = other
(coastal) gear; 4 = drift net; 5 = long line. Statistics of the Finnish Game and
Fisheries Research Institute
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Fig. 3. Tbe accumulation ofthe total yearly catcb of salmon in 1980, 1985 and 1990.
Statistics of the Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute.
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'. 3.2 The fishennen arid the catch per fishemian

•

The total number of commercial fishing enterprises (single fishermen or fishing vessels)
catching salmon remairied relatively constint around 700 throughout 1980s, hut increased in
1989 and in 1990 it reached 1000 enterprises. The largest increase occurred in the Bothnian
Bay and in 1990 about 40 percent of all enterprises catching salmon fished in the Botbnian
Bay. In 1980 only 20 percent of those catching salmon fished in this area. Of the gear
primarily targetted at salmon the salmon trap nets engage the largest number of enterprises.

Of those catching salmon rriäßy report only relatively small catches. The dynamics of the
total catch is governed by those catching large amounts of salmon. In 1980s a large salmon
catch was 2400 kg per year and only about 70 enterprises had catches of at least this size.
Yet they accounted for most of the total catch (70 %). In '1990 the distribution had shifted
and about 200 enterprises caught more than 2400 kg per year. Their share of the total ca.tch
was 80 percent (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4~ The distribution of a) the total salmon catch and b) the the mimber of
enterprises in classes defmed by the individual yearly catch of the eoterprises in
1980, 1985 and 1990. Catch dass 1 = yearly catch < 600 kg;, 2 = 600 - 1199;
3 = 1200 - 2399; 4 = 2400 - 4799; 5 = 4800 -; Statistics of tbe Finnish Game and
Fisheries Research Institute.
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There are considerable differences between gears and areas in the distribution of catches. In
1980 only a handful of the trap net enterprises in the Bothnian Bay (SD 31) caught more
than 1800 kg salmon per year whereas a third of all trap netters caught more than 1800 kg
per year in this area in 1990. A similar, but less dramatic increase occurred in the trap net
fishery in the Bothnian Sea (SO 30) and also in other gear (Table 1).

The catch per unit of effort varies seasonally in all gears. In the fisheries exploiting the Gulf
of Bothnia - Main Basin salmon stocks trap nets give high catch rates in May to July,
whereas gill nets, mostly drift nets, generally have high catch rates during autunin (Fig. 5).
The long line fishery has the highest catch rates during midwinter. There is considerable
variation between years (Fig. 5). During 1990 catch rates were exceptionally high in June
in the trap net fishery. In the gill net fishery catch rates were high compared with the
average, andhi~ehachbed record highratlelvelsbwere reac~ed in sp~ng. oun

h
'ng other seha~ohn clatch

l
. . •

rates were g, ut not gene y a ove prevlOus maxJma. T e constant Ig eve
throughout the year was truly exceptiorial. The long line also had catch rates at or above the
maxima for the whole period (Fig. 5). Note that little weight should be given to large gill
net or long line catches per unit of effort in late spring and summer because observations are
few.

0-•
1990
32
22
10
22
43

129

Bothnian Bay (SO 31)
Year
1985
109
16
o

14
4

143

1980
68
4
o
2
1

75

1990
16
16
15
24
34
106

Bothnian Sea (SO 30)
Year
1985
41
32
8

17
5

103

1980
49
31
13
10
4

107

Class of catches
(kg/year)

- 300
300 - 599
600 - 899
900 - 1799

1800 -
Total

Table 1. The distribution of trap netters according to yearly individual trap net catches in the
Gulf of Bothnia. The numbers are estimated from catch reportS and rounded to the nearest
integer.

3.3 Catch per unit of effort in different gears and seasons
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Fig. 5. Tbe average monthly catcb per unit of effort in the Gulf of Bothnia and the
Baltic Main Basin: a) catcb in kg per ttap net; b) catcb in kg per 100 gill nets;
c) catcb in kg per 1000 long line books per day for the period 1980 to 1990. Tbe bar
indicates the variation between the second largest and second smallest value in the
series, Le. 90 percent of the observations fall with these limits. Tbe line with square
markers gives the average monthly catcb per unit of effort for the year 1990.
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4 Discussion

4.1 The changes in the salmon fisheiy

A major driving force in the development of the Finnish salmon fishery has been the smolt
release programs. Most of these have bee'n put into operatiori following decisions by the
Water Courts as compensatory measures for the loss of spawnirig rivers due to hydroelectric
dams. In 1978 and 1979 less thän 250 000 smoltS were released in Finland into the Gulf of
Bothriia (Anon. 1984)..Stockirig rates increased rapidly and reached neady 2 million smolts
in the Gulf of Bothnia in 1988. Since then the stocking rates have decreased to
approximately 1.2 million in the Gulf ofBothnia (Anon. 1991a). The general increase in the
catches is related to the increased stocking rates, although fluctmitions arise due to
fluctuations in the post smolt survival rates arid the distribution of fish between sea areas
(Ikonen and Parmanne 1991). The exceptional catches in 1990 were mostly due to large
releases of salmon, high survival rates at the post smolt stage for the year dass 1988, rapid
groWth of the fish and a decrease of the fishing effort. in the main Basin which allowed
increasing returns of salmon to coastal waters (Anon. 1991a). The decrease of the fishing
effort in the Main Basin was evidently above all due to a decline in the price of sahnon •
which made fishing unprofitable.

The structural changes in the fishery are not only due to the increase of the stockS. The
decline of the relative.contribution of the long line (Fig. 2) is partly due to the enforcement
of additional temporal restrietions in the, Main Basin and the Gulf of Bothriia. From 1988
the ban on long line was extended from April 1 until November 15 (Statute 375/87). In the
Gulf of Finland, where the same seasonal restrictions do not apply, the long line has not
expanded as much as the resource arid most of the catch is now taken by the highly effident
trap net fishery.

In the Gulf of Finland the coastal trap net fishery developed during the 1980s. The increase
of the trap net catches in the Gulf of Bothnia is also remarkable. aitches have increased
despite active regulation of the total effort. The reasons for its success are evidently high
catchabilitiesand relatively small investrrients and operation costs. In addition it has,
together with the whitefish fishery, been the only alternative for coastal fishermen who have
lo~t near s~orelresources of freshwater fish and who have experiericed marketirig problems. , •
Wlth traditiona near shore fish such as bream and pike (HUden et aI. 1982).

The trap net can succesfully comj>e.te on the salmon markets with the off shore fishery
which requires larger investments in boats and is more expensive to ron (Anon. 1984). This
explains partly why the Firinish coastal fishery haS thrlved 3t a time when fishing in the
Main Basin is reduced due to low prices for salmon. A further explanation is that prices for
salmon have beeri generally higher in Finland than for example in Dcrimark (Setälä 1991).
The price difference is largely a consequence of import restrictions.

Although the trap net fishery is seasonaIiy very limited it is able to take full advantage of
any increase in the stock, as demonstrated by the catch per unit of effort values for 1990
(Fig. 5). A potential consequence is, however, marketing problems, because catches are
taken within a short period of time (Fig. 3) although the demand is fairly constant. This is
shown by the fact that prices for salmori reached thdr a11 time low in June 1990 (Setälä
1991).
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The off shore fishery is sensitive to illteinätional agreements, in 1988 the disappearance.of
most of the former white zone reduced possibilities to fish in the. Baltic Main Basin,
~l1though the effeet is surprisingly small on the total catch (Fig. 1)~ An explanation is that
stocks illcreased at the tinie and any declined caused by the restriction of the fishing areas
was masked by the general increase.

The trap net fishery would probably have expanded considerably if the number of fishirig
sites had been openly accessible. The fisheries administration has restiicied the amount of
trap nets allowed on state owned water (Anon. 1984) and the sites 011 private waters Me also
limitoo. ~emporal restrictions on fishing in state owried waters have been introoucoo to
reduce the efficiency (e.g. StatUte 312/90). A potential consequence of these restiictlons is
an expansion of the gill net fishery in spring. The high catch per Unit of effort values for
gill nets in the spring of 1990 has provided incentives for such a development (Fig. Sb).

Thc considerable. increase of the salmon catch has not increased the income of fishennen by
a corriparable amourit. Tbe price of SaImon has decreaSoo and in real teImS the present price
is only approximately a fourth ofthe price in.1980 (Setälä 1991). Tbusthe,very large catch·
of 1990 corresponded in average deflated dock side value to the catch of 1980. There are no
guafaIliees that lower catches would result in significantly higher prices, because market
conditions have changed. The producuon of rainbow trout has increased approximately fouf
fold from 1980 (Mäkiriell 1989) arid impOrt restrictions on salmon will be liftoo. in a
foreseeable future according to an European Free Trade Association agreement. A
conceritratiori of the catches to the trap riet season is also likely to keep prices doWn (Fig.
3). Same signs of a recovery of the prices have, however, been obseived in the Gulf of
Finlarid during 1991 (E. Ikonen, Finnish Game arid Fish. Res. Inst., pers. com.).

4.2 Management implications
. .

The stocking programs have recreatoo a resource which was greatly reducoo in the .1950s
and 196Os, but the changes in tlte fisheries have not been reversible. At. the time when the
Finnish rivers were dammed the salmon. fishing was inipoftaIlt in the. rivers and the river
nioutbS. The dalDming of the rivers deSti-oyed the river fishing änd fishing the vicinity of the
river Inmiths, but it did riot stop the development Ofthe off shore fishing in the Baltic .Mcün
Basin and Boihniari Sea or the development of coastal fishirig in thecelltraI and southeni
Gulf of BothIlia. Tbe off shore fishery iIlcreased in the 1950s änd 1960s arid coastal trap .
netting mcreased in the 1970s (Anon. 1984).. Tbc iricreasmg stocking rates thus mainly
benefitted the off shore fishery and the riew efficient coasial trap nei fishery.

Tbc mefeaSe of tbe stocking rates at the mouihS oe the northem rlverS in the Bay of Botlmia
wasseeri i.o offer possibilities to increase salmon fishing significantly in the northernmost
fishirig areas in the 1980s, but the high flShing mortaIities in the other fisheries made it
impossible. The high fishing mortalities in the off shore arid cOaStaI fishery also threathened
the few remaining stocks of naturally spawning SaImon, a concern exPressoo many times by
the Advisory Committee for Fishery Management (e.g. Arion. 1991b). Thus a strong
demand for ci rCduction of the fishing mort31ities h3.s developCd at a time when the total
resomees have iricreased. The demand has been taken upby both national administratorsand
loCaI northem fisheries representatives (Anon. 1984). Not stirprisirigly. sevefaI other
fishermen represeritatives have had a. hardtime accepting the need for restrictions wheri
resow-ces appeär to be plentiful (Nybacka et 31. 1991). SevefaI of the involved actoTs also
see issues of regional equity in the distributioll of the catch (HUden and Kuikka 1990). Some
of those deinandirig corisiderable reduction in off shore flShing arid coaStaI fishing mthe
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southem parts of the Gulf of Bothnia claim that this is necessary in order to fulfill the
decisions of the Water Court. The argument is that stocking was introduced as a
compensation for the loss of catches at the river mouths and their vicinity. This is, however,
a rather narrow interpretation of the legislation on comperisation. The compensation should
be seen as a way of restoring the resource, not a particular structure of the fishery.

The regional and temporal distriblltion of the catches is a matter of fisheries policy and has
Iittle to do with the decisions of the water court. Even if the rivers had not been dammed
off-shore fishing and coastal fishing had developed before long, just as they did in the
North-Atlantic where considerable effort has been spent on analysing off-shore fisheries
(e.g. Anon. 1991b).

If the river mouth and coastal fishery in the northem Bay of Bothnia had been preserved
with prompt compensatory stocking at the time of the damming of the rivers the discussion
on the right to resources had probably arisen earlier. Management action. affecting the
distribution could in this case have been taken earlier. As it happened the shift in the
distribution of catches occurred largely when the nver mOllth arid coastal fisheries were
almost nonexistent and it proceedect without much discussion. Now it is difficult to turn the
dock back, and the exeptional year 1990 has in many ways complicated the management
issues. Catch expectations are high and if additional restrictions are introduced the
management will get the blame also for the reduction of the catches which is Iikely to occur
due to redllced stocking rates and potentially lower post smolt survival rates. In 1990 tota
stocking rates were 20 percent below those in 1988 and post smolt survival rates may turn
out to be lower. Any reduction in the eatches is perceived as a threat to the livelihood,
especially because expectations of salmon prices are low (see above). New technicalor
temporal restrietions are likely to meet strong protests. In 1991 trap netters violated oPenly
temporal restrietions becau'se they saw the temporal restnctlons as an unfair measure against
a particular group of fishermen (Nybacka et aI. 1991).

The stocking programs have during the 1980s raised new expectations and also strengthened
the general interest in salmon. The remaining rivers with wild populations of Salmoll are
seen to have a great potential for recreational fishing, but the poor state of the resource does
not allow it to develop as much as it could. The total recreational catches of salmon in the
Baltic Sea was 234 tonnes in 1986, but less than 10 percent was taken in the Bothnian Bay
where river fishing is possible (statistics on recreational fisheries from the Finnish Game and .
Fisheries Research Institute, Leinonen et aI. 1991). There is a strong interest in increasing
the recreational catches, especially if the sahnon can be taken in (restored) rivers. An
analysis of the expectations of recreational fishermen has shown that the demand for salmon
fishing is very strong (Leinonen and Lehtonen.l991).

The investigation of the number of fishermen has demonstrated that the management of the
salmon resources is relatively easy iri terms of the number of peaple arid vessels involved.
If an agreement on management issues can be reached with approximately 200 persons 80
percent ofthe exploitation can be reguhlted (Fig. 4). Yet salmon management has proved to
be among the most difficult problems experienced by th6 Finnish fisheries administration.
The Iikely explanation is that the issues involvect have been perceived to be maUers of
principle, with implications extending far beyond the limited number of commercial
fishermen catching salmon (Nybacka et al. 1991). Such issues are the free flShing in off
shore waters, the water oWner's right to fish in his own waters, and the general right to
resources. At present the total catches cannot be regulated directly and only a part of the
effort can be controlIed. Thus partial restrictions are likely to get circumvented. The
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increasing interest of recreational fishennen is bOUIid to eompÜeate matters fuither.

The interest in sahrion will certainly not dimiriish but questions eoneeming e.g. yield
optimization will not be the most relevant önes. Cateli forecasts and options will play a
decisive role in negotiations on .the share of tbe resourees taken by the various actors both
nationally and internationaIly. DeveIoping teehitiques for these pUrPOses will be a major
ehallenge. Understiriding the structure of the fisheries may help scientistS on the route arid
therefore we strongly urge salmon working groups to sPend time on documenting and
analysing ehanges in the fishenes.
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